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Let H be a complex Hilbert space. An operator T means a
bounded linear operator on H. In this paper we shall prove some
theorems on certain contraction operators and related results in con1o

sequence of these theorems.
We should like to express here our cordial thanks to Professor
Masahiro Nakamura for his kind advice and for liberal use of his time
in the preparation of this paper.
2. In this section, at first we shall begin to define the classes of
operators as follows.
Definition 1. An operator T is said to be normaloid in the sense
that T satisfies
T II-- TI]
n= l, 2,
(1)
equivalently, the spectral radius r(T) is equal to IIT]I ([3]).
Definition 2. An operator T is said to be paranormal in the sense
that T satisfies
2)
Txl[>= Txll
for every unit vector x in H.
In [4] this operator is named an operator of class (N).
It is known that this class of paranormal operators properly includes
that of hyponormal operators and is properly included in the class of
normaloids [1]-[3].
We shall discuss the following theorem and its consequence.
Theorem 1. An idempotent normaloid operator T is a projection.
To prove Theorem 1, we need the following already known
theorem ([8]).
Theorem 2. If T is an idempotent and contraction operator
(IITII 1), then T is a projection.
The following proof of Theorem 2, based on a method of Mlak [5],
which is originally due to von Neumann, is simpler than that appeared
in the literature.
Proof of Theorem 2.
Tx T* Tx
11Tx (Tx, T* Tx) (T* Tx, Tx) + T* Tx
lITxll--(Tx, Tx)--(Tx, Tx)+ IIT*Txll
Tx
Tx
Tx + T* Tx
T* Tx
Tx I1< 0

-

--- -
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by IIT*II<__I. Hence T--T’T, that is, T is self adjoint. Therefore T
is a projection.
Proof of Theorem 1o By means o Theorem 2, it is sufficient to
show that T 1=<1. If T is an idempotent normaloid, then we have

T I- T [- TI[
whence we can conclude Tll -<_ 1.
Every paranormal operator is a normaloid, so that we have the ollowing corollary by Theorem 1.
Corollary 1o An idempotent paranormal operator is a projection.
:. In this section we shall give here a remark that Theorem 2
can be sharpened, namely we can weaken the idempotency o operator
in Theorem 2.
Theorem
If T is a contraction and satisfies
T--T
(1)
for some positive integer k>=2, then T is a projection.
Proof. T(-)- T-T T-T T -1, so T =1 is an idempotent
operator. Hence by Theorem 2, T = is a projection.
Corollary 2. If T is a normaloid and satisfies (1), then T is a
projection.
Proof. I T is a normaloid, then IITI-IIT[I-IITII, whence we
have lIT <__1. By means o Theorem 3, so the proo is complete.
Since Stampfli [6] established that
T is normal if T is hyponormal and T is normal or some k, so thut
Corollary 2 implies
Corollary :. If T is hyponormal and satisfies (1), then T is
normal.
Motivated by the above Corollary 3, the ollowing theorem is naturally
raised.
Theorem 4. If T is a contraction and satisfies (1), then T is
normal and partially isometric.
Proof. Normality of T.
It is sufficient to show that IITxll- IIT*xll. T is a contraction and T
is a projection by Theorem 3, so that we have

.

-

-

-

On the other hand
_<_lIT IIITII-IlTx I<__ IlYxl
consequently we have Txl--I[ T*x [, so T is normal.

-

o T.
IITxll=--(Tx, TT*Tx)--(TT*Tx,Tx)/ IITT*Txll
Tx[ -2 T*Tx + TT*Tx

Partially isometricity

IITx-- TT*Txll
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<=1Txl2--211T*TxlI2+ IITTxll
=1Tx]I2--1]T*Txll

IT-ITx

2_

ITxl2--1]T*Txl]

IT.Txl2
IIT*Txll

T.(-2)T.Txll

so we have T--TT*T, therefore T is partially isometric.
Theorem 5. If T is a normaloid and satisfies (1), then T is normal
and partially isometric.
Proof. I T is a normaloid, T It--II TII
TII, so we get Tll <_- 1.
By means o Theorem 4 so the proo is complete.
Corollary 4. If T is paranormal and satisfies (1), then T is normal
and partially isometric.
The ollowing well known theorem is also proved as a simple corollary of Theorem 4, we omit the proof.
Corollary 5. If T is a contraction and satisfies the following
condition.
(2)
T--I
then T is unitary.
By virtue o Theorem 3 and Corollary 5, we can easily deduce that
a periodic contraction is the direct sum of zero and a unitary operator.
This result is also derived rom Theorem 4 (Problem 161 in [3]).
4. Definition 3. lIT I=supl(Tx, x) or every unit vector x
in H. IITII is usually said to be the numerical radius o T ([3]).
As a generalization of Corollary 5, we have the ollowing theorem.
Theorem 6. If T satisfies (2) and T N 1, then T is unitary.
Proof. a(T)--a(T)--l, so the spectrum of T lies in the unit
By power inequality of
circle, therefore 0e a(T), there exists T
T II and (2) we get

-

<=

-.

T-I II+ T- II__<
Hence we have IITIlgl and IT-II=<I, therefore T is unitary ([7]).
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